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Method to Translate Human Feelings into Agruments

by Hans Arnold, GKN, Netherlands

Introduction

nuclear energy is a normal means of generating electricity for
base load. as is natural gas. coal and oil

renewable energy resources alone are insufficiently eliable with
respect to base load

energy conservation is an inadequate measure

to ensure sufficient esources in the first three to four decades,
nuclear power usage must be 2112 times Hs present level
(WEC - Madrid conclusion)

Characteristics of the Netherlands

overpopulated

high average age of population

high level of social welfare

consensus oriented

over-organised

model country

environmentally aware

Electricity in the Netherlands 1992)

natural gas 48 1
coal 31 %

a Demand 70 000 GV/h import 12 %
nuclear 5 %
from industries 4 %

b nstalled capacity 1 600 MW

c Winter peak load 10 600 IAW

cl clol production costs
(Nalional Basic 7afiff) almost DFL 6 billion
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Nuclear energy in the Netherlands (social)

emotional pproach on Ine part of supporters and opponents

not open to rational argument

objective information of no avail

lack of public support (80% gainst)

Government undecided

Conclusion: nuclear energy is a eep-rooted emotional conflict.
prospects of offering the shuation are bleak

Nuclear energy in the Netherlands (technical)

I pessurised-watei reactor of 449 MW (Borssele)
I boiling-water reactor of 56 MW Dodewoord)

1974 the Lubbers'Elechicily Bill
(3.000 MW nuclear energy in 1985)

1980 - 1985 widespread social debate
1986 decision to postpone construction of two units

(as a result of Chernobyl)
up lo May 1994: no ecision eached by uling government

Opinions on nuclear energy greatly influenced by society

politica cnvictions

religion (90% of firm-believers are for nuclear energy)

age (80% of population born before 1948 are lot

nuclear energy; 80% of population born otter 1948 are against)

life-style ("cultural'. mainly against. "economic". mainly for)

Conclusioni opinion lot or against nuclear energy can be predicted
on the basis of elementary biographical eatures

Nuclear: safe and geHing safer

Promote the idea hat nuclear power plants ate sale and
will become even safer in the future as a result of
continuous evoluction

Fruit of the loom underwear

Why does the American male wear this type of underwear?

he needs it

if is good value for money

it comes with on unconditional guarantee

it protects rits vital Parts

Dilferent crget groups have diffe,,ent approaches

lo nuclear energy

politicians

industrial sector

man in Inte streel
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Changeover ft.,) nuclea eergy

electricity is a necessity

it is economical

safety is guaranteed

it projects the environment and conserves other

resources

Changeover per target group

politicians date not teach a decision in the face of
public opposition

industry focuses on economic issues. strategic planning.
alongside eliability of nuclear power should e the basis

influence the man in he seet

Example: video clip

nuclear energy is normal

electricity is a necessity

nuclear energy is safe


